ACCESSIBILITY RAMPS

Threshold Ramps • Modular Ramps

HERO THRESHOLD RAMP
Aluminum & Powder Coated Finish

The Hero by American Access is a threshold ramp designed to help those with limited mobility have the most secure surface for ease of movement in doorways and even interior thresholds or steps.

FEATURES & BENEFITS:
- Ample surface space allows for a gentler slope for the user. In a side by side comparison, 95% of wheelchair users preferred the comfort of the Hero to that of the leading competitor.
- The modular design has simple and quick installation.
- Safety is key and the Hero has the most aggressive anti-slip surface of any threshold available.
- Powder coated finish transforms the Hero from functional to a true home accent.
- Made from anodized aluminum for long-lasting finish and durability.
- 800 pound weight capacity.
- Accommodates heights up to 6 inches.
- 3 year warranty * Please reference owner’s manual for details.

BIGHORN PLASTIC THRESHOLD RAMP
100% Recycled, Available in 5 Colours

The BigHorn threshold ramp series uses an advanced recycled plastic technology with heavy load weight capacity.

FEATURES & BENEFITS:
- Slip and fall resistant surface made from ceramic quartz that aggregates to the recycled plastic.
- Green Technology is used for the production of the BigHorn. Recycled plastic makes up 100% of the ramp and is the first of its kind.
- Little to no maintenance.
- Each ramp has a gradual tapered front edge with molded side flares that can be vertically cut for height and notched for door molding.
- Variety of colours accentuates any residence.
- Accommodates heights up to 2 inches with shim kit.
- Double sided commercial grade tape allows for secure placement.
- 4,000 pound weight capacity.
- 2 year warranty * Please reference owner’s manual for details.

MODULAR WHEELCHAIR RAMP
Fast and Simple Assembly, Re-locatable

The modular wheelchair ramp system by American Access is a solution for both long term and short term mobility limitations. The fluid design is easily installed and allows the owner freedom to reuse the system in the case of relocation.

FEATURES & BENEFITS:
- Tongue and groove design means no bolting brackets to connect ramp lengths.
- Seamless connections between ramps & platforms, eliminating possible tripping hazards.
- Designed for one man installation which saves on costs associated with installation.
- Adjustable heights which allows flexibility to compensate for variations in landscape.
- Stainless steel hardware.
- 1,000 pound weight capacity.
- 3 year warranty * Please reference owner’s manual for details.

WOLF LAKE COLLECTION

The Wolf Lake Collection, with 4 inch on center picket railing, powder coated to our copper vein colour, is designed to give great distinction and curb appeal to our modular ramp system. This allows users to take control and be creative with the ramp they purchase.

AVAILABLE COLOURS:
- Granite Grey
- Sky Blue
- Nutmeg
- Antique Bronze
- Brick Red
- Burgundy

NOTE: Printing processes cannot accurately represent actual finishes. Actual colour may vary slightly.

For more information, please contact Sunrise Medical Canada Inc.
Customer Service: 1 (905) 660 2459 • 1 (800) 263 3390
Or visit: www.SunriseMedical.ca • www.QuickieXpower.ca